Information about the world is acquired by observation and measurement, the results of which are subject to error[@b1]. The classical approach to reduce the statistical error is to increase the number of resources for the measurement in accordance with the central limit theorem; however, this method sometimes seems undesirable and inefficient[@b2]. Quantum parameter estimation, the emerging field of quantum technology, aims to yield higher statistical precision of unknown parameters by harnessing entanglement and other quantum resources than purely classical approaches[@b3]. Since this quantum-enhanced measurement will benefit all quantitative science and technology, it has attracted a lot of attention as well as contention. Using *N* independent particles to estimate a parameter *ϕ* can achieve at best the standard quantum limit (SQL) or called shot-noise limit scaling as while it is believed that using *N* entangled particles and exotic states such as NOON states in principle is able to achieve the inviolable Heisenberg limit scaling as *δϕ*∝1/*N* (refs [@b4], [@b5]). In such circumstances, there are many efforts using non-classical states and quantum strategy for sub-SQL phase estimation in different physical realizations, such as optical interferometry [@b2][@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9], atomic systems[@b10][@b11] and Bose-Einstein condensates[@b12][@b13].

In this paper, we report the first room-temperature proof-of-principle implementation of entanglement-enhanced phase estimation in a solid-state system: the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centre in pure diamond single crystal. An individual NV center can be viewed as a basic unit of a quantum computer in which the nuclear spin with a long coherence time performs as the memory and the centre electron spin with a high control speed acts as the probe. This solid-state system is one of the most promising candidates for quantum information processing (QIP), and many coherent control and manipulation processes have been performed with this system[@b14][@b15][@b16][@b17][@b18][@b19][@b20][@b21][@b22][@b23][@b24][@b25][@b26][@b27][@b28][@b29]. Here we demonstrate a super-resolving phase measurement with two entangled qubits of different physical realizations: a NV centre electron spin and a proximal ^13^C nuclear spin. We are able to improve the phase sensitivity by factors close to compared with the classical scheme, which conforms to the fundamental Heisenberg limit. As we have entangled two qubits with different physical realizations, our results represent a more generalized and elemental demonstration of enhancement of quantum metrology. Moreover, our system has overcomed the defects of post-selection in the most common optical systems which are fatal due to the fact that the measurement trials abandoned will eliminate the quantum advantage over classical strategy.

Results
=======

System description
------------------

The phase estimation scheme is implemented by optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR)[@b14][@b16] technique on a home-built confocal microscope system. The description of the system can be found in ref. [@b27]. The spin-1 electron spin of NV centre has triplet ground states with a zero-field splitting of Δ≈2.87 GHz between the states \|0› and \|±1›. As an external magnetic field of about 507 Gauss is applied along \[111\] direction of the diamond crystal, the degeneration of \|±1› states can be well relieved, and the first qubit is encoded on the \|0› and \|−1› subspace. The electron spin state can be initialized to \|0› state by a short 532 nm laser pulse (3 *μ*s) and manipulated by resonant microwave (MW) pulses of tunable duration and phase. The electron spin state is readout by collecting the spin-dependent fluorescence. To enhance the fluorescence collection efficiency, a solid immersion lens (SIL)[@b30] is etched above the selected NV center, typical count rate in this experiment is 250 k.p.s. with SIL, see Methods for details.

The second qubit is encoded on the \|↑› and \|↓› states of a nearby ^13^C nuclear spin. See [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"} for the energy levels of the two-qubit system. The coupling strength between the target nuclear spin and centre electron spin is 12.8 MHz, which indicates the ^13^C atom sites on the third shell from the NV centre[@b31]. The polarization and readout procedure of the nuclear spin is more complicated than that of a electron spin. The 507 Gauss magnetic field causes excited-state level anti-crossing (ESLAC) of centre electron spin, in which the optical spin polarization of centre electron will transfer to nearby nuclear spins[@b32][@b33]. So the host ^14^N nuclear spin, the nearby ^13^C nuclear spin as well as the center electron spin are polarized by the same laser pulse under this magnetic field. To readout the nuclear spin state, a mapping gate, which transfers nuclear spin state to electron spin, and a following optical readout of electron spin state are employed[@b17][@b33], see Methods for details.

The nearby nuclear spin couples to the centre electron spin through strong dipolar interaction, which provides excellent conditions to implement two-qubit controlled gate. On the one hand, the resonant frequency of \|0↑›↔\|1↑› transition and \|0↓›↔\|1↓› transition are separated by 12.8 MHz from each other, so we can selectively manipulation one branch of nuclear spin with high fidelity while keep the other branch untouched (using weak MW pulses, see black arrow in [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, the nuclear spin state evolution is strong affected by the state of electron spin: when electron spin is on the \|0› state (or \|−1› state), the dynamics of the nuclear spin is dominated by the external magnetic filed (or the dipolar interaction, respectively), its Zeeman splitting between the \|↑› and \|↓› states is about 500 kHz, which is far away from the dipolar interaction strength of 12.8 MHz. Therefore, we can selectively manipulate nuclear spin state in one branch of electron spin, as well (using RF pulses, see red arrow in [Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Note 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Phase preparation and measurement
---------------------------------

[Figure 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"} describes the pulse sequence to prepare and measure the phase of a superposition state. Take nuclear spin for example, the qubit is defined in a rotating frame with frequency equalling to the energy splitting between \|0↑› and \|0↓› states. After polarized to \|0↑› by laser pulse, a resonant RF π/2 pulse brings the system to state. The phase of this state is determined by the relative phase of the applied RF pulse, which is tunable in experiment. The phase of electron superposition state is prepared in the same way, with resonant MW pulses.

The phase information of a superposition state is detected by converting it to population information of the spin qubits and a following optical readout. To eliminate the system error in long time measurement, we use a self-calibration measurement scheme as shown in [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. For each unknown state siting on the equatorial plane of the Bloch sphere, we measure the Rabi oscillations driven by two orthogonal MW pulses (0° and 90°), and compare the amplitudes of the two Rabi signal to extract the original phase information: , where *A*~*x*~ and *A*~*y*~ are the amplitudes of Rabi signals driven by 0° and 90° MW pulses, respectively. Note that this is a single-spin experiment, and we need to repeat the pulse sequence many times to get a reliable signal-to-noise ratio. [Fig. 2c--e](#f2){ref-type="fig"} presents the nuclear Rabi signal of 0.1, 0.4 and 2 M repeat of the pulse sequence in [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, with an input phase of 30°. The error bar of the data point represent s.d. of 10 repeat measurements. It is clear to see from [Fig. 2c--e](#f2){ref-type="fig"} that the signal-to-noise ratio is better as the measurement sequence is repeated more times. In [Fig. 2f](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, the decrease of phase estimation error can be well described by central limit theorem.

To improve phase estimation accuracy, one can increase the repeat number, which means longer measurement time is needed. An equivalent way is to employ more qubits. As mentioned before, the state of the multiqubit system, independent or entanglement, determines the accuracy limit of phase estimation. For the investigated two-qubit system, the electron and nuclear spin can be prepared and measured independently. [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"} plots the state tomography result of a nuclear spin superposition state. Using such independent state (either nuclear spin or electron spin) will get a phase relation as depicted in [Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, the amplitude of Rabi signal has cosine dependence on the phase of input state.

The electron and nuclear spin can be prepared in entangled state by combination of MW and RF pulses. As shown in the upper pane of [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, after the first RF π/2 pulse (with phase *ϕ*) brings the system to state, a selective MW *π* pulse of \|0↑›↔\|1↑› transition, which has relative phase *ϕ* to the first RF pulse, brings the system to state. The MW and RF channels are synchronized to the same clock reference and relative phase between them is calibrated before each measurement. Typical state tomography result of an electron--nuclear entangled state (*ϕ*=0°) is depicted in [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. It is worth noting that the dephasing time of electron spin (0.7 μs, see Methods) is very short compared with the typical manipulation time (for example, 10 μs for a flip operation) of nuclear spin, which limits the QIP applications of this entangled state[@b22][@b27][@b33]. However, in our phase estimation application, the sensitive phase information is converted to population right after its generation and then only limited by *T*~1~ of electron spin, which is about 5 ms. Meanwhile, the coherence of electron is less affected under MW driving (see Methods), thus the phase of the entangled state is well preserved during the preparation and measurement. As shown in [Fig. 3d](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, the phase relation of the entangled state has double frequency dependence on the phase of input state, so the phase estimation using the entangled state of two-qubit is more precise than that of using two state from independent single qubit.

Entanglement-enhanced phase estimation
--------------------------------------

To demonstrate the merits of entangled state over independent state in phase estimation application, we compare their performances on different repeat number and different input phase, the measured results are summarized in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. The experimental procedure is: first, single-spin states (electron and nuclear) of the same input phase (30°) are prepared and measured independently. Then the output phases extracted from the same repeat number are counted together, no weight is added for either electron or nuclear spin states. For a fair comparison with entangled state, half of the statistic samples (*v*) are extracted from electron spin states, and the other half (*v*) are extracted from nuclear spin states. In the case of entangled state phase estimation, the entangled states are prepared and measured using the same repeat number (*v*). Note the same MW and RF channels are used to prepare the independent and entangled states.

As shown in [Fig. 4a,c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, the phase extracted from each entangled state measurement is 2*ϕ*, so the phase error of input phase is just half of the standard deviation from sample statistic (*δϕ*/2). For the independent-state input, the double sample number (2) only suppresses phase error to level, which is larger than entanglement-state input.

Explicitly, we would expect that the phase uncertainty *δϕ* proportion, respectively, to and for single-spin state and the entangled state with *N* being 2 in our experiment since two-qubit entanglement between electron spin and nuclear spin is used as the quantum resource. In [Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, we consider that identical measurement is repeated *v* times, then a general formulae, , is used to fit experimental data, where *c* is assumed to be a systematic error depending on specific experimental setup. The parameter *a* for scheme of entangled state should be smaller than that of the single-spin scheme, corresponding to smaller uncertainty about the phase, if we assume that the single-spin state and the entangled state are realized by the same physical state. [Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"} of the experimental data demonstrates clearly that the precision of phase estimation is enhanced by using entanglement which agrees well with theoretical expectation. Here the discrepancy between theory and experiment is possibly due to two related reasons: the electron spin state and the nuclear spin state are not the same, in particular for their decoherence time, while their similarity is assumed theoretically; the readout of NV centre system can only be by intensity of florescence of the electron spin. Besides the data processing method presented here, we have also tried linear fitting in the log--log scale for s.d. as well as variance (see Supplementary Note 2 and [Supplementary Fig. 3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for detail). The obtained results are in good agreement with the results in [Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, which confirms the validity of our conclusion.

[Figure 4c,d](#f4){ref-type="fig"} show the phase estimation results of different input phases. The phase error of entangled state is smaller than independent state in all input phases, which indicates the enhancement of phase estimation accuracy by entanglement is phase independent.

Discussion
==========

As summarized in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} by different figures of merit quantifying the uncertainty of phase estimation, the entanglement-enhanced precision is clearly shown by experimental data. This experiment demonstrates the advantage of the quantum metrology scheme. Practically by using quantum metrology, the measured physical quantity should have the same interaction on the probe system no matter it is prepared as a single-qubit or entangled state. In our special designed experiment, the measured phases are artificially encoded to the probe state such that the enhancement of precision can be shown by entangled probe state. However, in principle, the confirmation of theoretical expectation by experimental data provides a solid evidence that quantum phase estimation is applicable in this solid-state system.

In this experiment, we use repeating measurement to overcome the low photon collection efficiency of NV center. The phase estimation accuracy can be further improved by employing single-shot measurement technique, which is now available in NV system[@b19][@b20][@b34]. Although the photon collection efficiency is not perfect (\<20%, not every measurement is stored and counted), the following two facts guarantee the reliability of the demonstration: (1) we use the same scheme to measure single and entangled states, that is, the phase information is finally converted to fluorescence signal of NV center and detected. (2) The detection efficiency of the system is stable (though not perfect as single-shot readout) for all the measurement, so we can directly compare the measured phase noise of single and entangled states.

As the phase estimation accuracy is determined by the total number of entangled qubits, a straightforward way to improve the phase accuracy is increasing the involved spin number. The large amount of weakly coupled ^13^C nuclear spins around NV center are one of the best candidates. With the assistance of dynamical decoupling on center electron spin, up to six ^13^C nuclear spins can be coherent manipulated[@b35][@b36][@b37]. Multiqubit application such as error correction has been demonstrated in this system[@b24][@b23].

In conclusion, we report the first room-temperature implementation of entanglement-enhanced phase estimation in a solid-state system: the NV centre in pure diamond. We demonstrate a super-resolving phase measurement with two entangled qubits of different physical realizations: a NV centre electron spin and a proximal ^13^C nuclear spin. Thus, our results represent a more generalized and elemental demonstration of enhancement of quantum metrology against classical procedure, which fully exploits the quantum nature of the system and probes.

Methods
=======

Cramér-Rao bound and quantum Fisher information
-----------------------------------------------

In the simplest version of the typical quantum parameter estimation problem, we aim to recover the value of a unknown continuous parameter (say phase *ϕ* in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) encoded in a fixed set of states *ρ*~*ϕ*~ of a quantum system[@b3]. We can obtain a single result ξ via performing a measurement on the system and it is useful to express the measurement in terms of set of POVM {*Ê*~*ξ*~}. With large number of measurements, it is possible to calculate the estimator with the observation conditional probability density function of result ξ given the true values *ϕ*: *p*(*ξ*\|*ϕ*)=Tr(*Ê*~*ξ*~ *ρ*~*ϕ*~). When the number of measurements *v* is sufficiently large and the estimation is unbiased[@b38][@b39], the root-mean square error for the statistical uncertainty can be shown to obey the well-known Cramér--Rao bound[@b40] given by

where *F*(*ϕ*)≡∑~*ξ*~ *p*(*ξ*\|*ϕ*) \[∂~*ϕ*~ ln *p*(*ξ*\|*ϕ*)\]^2^ is the Fisher information corresponding to the selected POVM and the conditional probability density function of the result. [Equation (1)](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"} provides a lower bound for the achievable lower bound by choosing the optimal measurement expressed by some POVM that maximizes the Fisher information: , which is known as the quantum Fisher information[@b41].

For the classical scheme with separable probe state , the lower bound at best leads to the SQL . To implement the quantum counterpart of the Heisenberg limit , we can choose the GHZ state as the optimal probe state. Consider that the qubit number *N*=2, the two-qubit maximally entangled state will obtain a advantage against the separable state.

Sample preparation
------------------

High purity single crystal diamond (Element Six, N concentration \<5 p.p.b.) is used for this experiment. There is almost no natural NV center in this diamond. NV centres are produced by electron implantation (7.5 Mev) and a following 2 h vacuum annealing (at 800 °C). Due to the random distribution of ^13^C nuclear spins, the spin bath of individual NV center can be very different[@b31]. We choose NV centers with nearby ^13^C nuclear spins, which can be identified by the extra splitting in ODMR signal, to implement the two-bit metrology scheme. [Fig. 5a](#f5){ref-type="fig"} presents the physical structure of an NV center and a nearby ^13^C nuclear spin. [Fig. 5c](#f5){ref-type="fig"} is ODMR signal of this two-bit system. The coupling strength between electron spin and the selected ^13^C nuclear is 12.8 MHz. [Fig. 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"} shows two dimensional fluorescence image of the FIB-etched SIL. The cross-cursor marked bright spot (blue) is the one used for this experiment.

Coherence of electron spin and nearby nuclear spin
--------------------------------------------------

In this pure diamond, the coherence of NV electron spin is dominated by the randomly distributed ^13^C nuclear spins (natural abundance, 1.1%). The dephasing time of individual NV centres can be significantly different[@b42], from less than 1 *μ*s to nearly 10 *μ*s. From the free-induction decay signal of this NV center in [Fig. 5d](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, we extract the dephasing time of this electron spin, which is 0.72 *μ*s and much larger than the time consumption of single manipulation on it (about 70 ns, see Rabi oscillation of electron spin in the same figure). It is worth noting that the dephasing time is not the direct limitation of electron manipulation duration. The latter is usually named *T*~1*ρ*~ and can be characterized by the envelop decay time of electron spin Rabi oscillation[@b43]. The dephasing time of nuclear spin is much longer than that of electron spin. Meanwhile, the used half *π* pulse of nuclear spin is only several microseconds, so the dephasing effect of nuclear spin can be ignored, See [Supplementary Fig. 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the FID signal of the nearby nuclear spin.

Coherent manipulation of electron spin and nuclear spin at ESLAC
----------------------------------------------------------------

As mentioned in the main text, we work at the ESLAC point to achieve fast and high fidelity initialization of the electron--nuclear two-qubit system. Under an external magnetic field of 507 Gauss (along the quantization axis of the selected NV) and laser excitation (532 nm), the electron and nuclear spins are polarized simultaneously. [Fig. 6a](#f6){ref-type="fig"} shows ODMR spectrum of centre electron spin at such magnetic field. From the contrast difference of two peaks, which correspond to \|↑› and \|↓› states of ^13^C nuclear spin, we estimate the polarization rate of this nuclear spin is about 85% (in \|↑› state). Furthermore, by measuring the pulse-ODMR spectrum of electron spin, we conclude that the host ^14^N nuclear spin is completely polarized under this magnetic field.

[Figure 6b](#f6){ref-type="fig"} shows the pulse sequence of electron and nuclear spin manipulation. After polarization with high fidelity, both spin states can be manipulated with resonant MW (or RF) pulses. For electron spin, the final state is readout by counting the fluorescence intensity of NV center, since \|0› state is brighter than \|1› state. For nuclear spin state, we use a mapping gate, which is composed by a weak pulse of \|0↑›↔\|1↑› transition, to transfer the its state to electron spin and then readout optically. For example, an unknown nuclear spin state of \|0›⊗(*α*\|↑›+*β*\|↓›) is transferred to *α*\|1↑›+*β*\|0↓› after applying the mapping gate. We carefully tuned the MW power and pulse duration to maximum the flip efficiency while avoiding the unwanted non-resonant excitation. By comparing the Rabi amplitude of nuclear spin ([Fig. 6d](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, with mapping gate) and electron spin ([Fig. 5d](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, without mapping gate), we conclude that the mapping gate has transfer efficiency of more than 92%.

[Figure 6c,d](#f6){ref-type="fig"} present the pulse-ODMR spectrum and Rabi oscillation of the nearby nuclear spin when electron spin is at \|0› state. The resonant frequency of this nuclear spin is 495 kHz, which is smaller than the Larmor frequency of ^13^C nuclear spin under this magnetic field (542 kHz). We attribute this modification to the 'enhance effect' of center electron spin. As the nuclear spin is close to the electron spin, the nonsecular terms of their dipole interaction contribute some electronic character to the nuclear-spin levels and modify its magnetic moment[@b16]. The Rabi frequency of nuclear spin is about 100 kHz, which reaches 20% of the Zeeman splitting, such fast manipulation also benefits from the electron enhance effect. We discuss the validity of rotating wave approximation in Supplementary Note 1.

Synchronization of pulse generators and phase calibration
---------------------------------------------------------

Synchronization of the MW and RF generators is one of the main challenges in this experiment. We use the same clock reference for all the generators. For each cable connection and pulse sequence, we measure the phase of prepared state as we scan the phase of input MW pulses. This gives us a phase relation between MW and RF channels, which is used to compensate the difference between the two rotating frames. We check the phase relation before and after each data acquisition. The phase drift of our system is about 2° in 2 h measurement.

Data normalization and state tomography
---------------------------------------

Since the population information of electron spin is the only directly measurable signal in NV system, we normalize all the data to the fluorescence intensity of electron spin \|0› state. Specifically, we apply two readout pulses (300 ns) at the end of each measurement. See pulse sequences in [Figs 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [6b](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. The first readout pulse gets the instant population information of NV electron spin, and the second readout pulse (1 μs later) records a reference for the first one, as electron spin is polarized to \|0› again after the 1-μs laser excitation. The ratio between the first signal and the reference signal is used for further data analysis, such as phase estimation or state tomography.

To carry out state tomography, we adopt the method detailed in refs [@b18], [@b27]. Total three working transitions, \|0↑›↔\|0↑›↔\|1↑› and \|0↓›↔\|1↓› are selected. The real and imaginary parts of the matrix elements in each working transition are measured by using RF (or MW) pulses of 0° and 90° phases, respectively. Other three transitions are measured in the same way, but extra transfer pulses are added before Rabi measurement in the working transitions. The full procedure of state tomography can be found in [Supplementary information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} ([Supplementary Fig. 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).
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![General scheme and system description.\
(**a**) Phase estimation schemes of the independent states and the electron--nuclear-entangled state. By harnessing entanglement, quantum metrology yields higher statistical precision than classical approaches. (**b**) Energy levels and physical encoding of the two-bit system. The electron spin and a nearby ^13^C nuclear spin of an NV center are employed to demonstrate the metrology scheme. At excited-state level anti-crossing (ESLAC), both spins can be polarized, manipulated and readout with high fidelity. Two-bit conditional quantum gates are implemented by applying selective microwave (MW) or (RF) pulses.](ncomms7726-f1){#f1}

![Phase preparation and measurement.\
(**a**) For each unknown state sitting on the equatorial plane of the Bloch sphere, we compare the amplitudes of the two Rabi signals from this state (under orthogonal microwave pulses driven) with extract the original phase information: *ϕ*=arctan (*A*~*x*~/*A*~*y*~). (**b**) Upper pane: pulse sequence to prepare and measure electron--nuclear spin entanglement state . Lower panel: pulse sequence to prepare and measure nuclear spin superposition state . (**c**--**e**) Nuclear Rabi signals for phase measurement, with 0.1, 0.4 and 2 M repetition of pulse sequence in (**b**). The input phase *ϕ* is 30°. Solid circle with blue fitting line is driven by 0° RF pulse (X measurement), and square with red dash fitting line is driven by 90° RF pulse (Y measurement). (**f**) Dependence of measured phase and its standard deviation on repeat number.](ncomms7726-f2){#f2}

![State tomography and phase relation.\
(**a**) The state tomography result of a nuclear spin superposition state . (**b**) State tomography result of the electron--nuclear-entangled state . (**c**) Phase relation of an independent state. (**d**) Phase relation of an entangled state. Compared with independent state, the phase relation of entangled state has double frequency dependence on input phase, so a more precise phase estimation result can be achieved with entangled state.](ncomms7726-f3){#f3}

![Dependence of phase error on repeat number and input phases.\
(**a**) Standard deviations of the entangled state and independent state against repeat number. Single-spin states (electron and nuclear) of the same input phase *ϕ*=30° are prepared and measured independently, the phase extracted from each entangled state 'single measurement' is 2*ϕ*=60°. (**b**) The phase uncertainty is fitted by function for both single-spin state and the entangled state, where *v* corresponds to repeat number in unit of million (M). The curves show that the phase uncertainty, phase error represented by *δϕ*, of entanglement case is apparently lower than the case of single-spin state. (**c**) The phase estimation results of different input phases including 0°, 5°, 10°, 15°, 20°, 25° and 30°, the repeat number is fixed to 1 M. (**d**) The phase error of different input phases, the repeat number is fixed to 1 M.](ncomms7726-f4){#f4}

![Characterization of the two-qubit system.\
(**a**) NV centre with a nearby ^13^C nuclear spin. (**b**) 2D fluorescence scan of the FIB-etched solid immersion lens (SIL, 12 *μ*m diameter). The bright spot is the investigated NV centre. (**c**) ODMR of NV electron spin under magnetic field of 690 Gauss. The splitting is caused by the nearby ^13^C nuclear spin. (**d**) Rabi oscillation and free-induction decay (FID) of electron spin (*B*=507 Gauss). Due to the thermal fluctuation of the spin bath, centre electron spin picks up random phase during free precession and loses coherence. With the help of resonant MW pulses, electron spin can be flipped in short time, and is less affected by the bath noise.](ncomms7726-f5){#f5}

![Coherent manipulation of electron spin and nuclear spin at ESLAC.\
(**a**) ODMR spectrum of electron spin at *B*=507 Gauss. (**b**) Pulse sequence to manipulate electron and nuclear spins at ESLAC. (**c**) ODMR spectrum and (**d**) Rabi oscillation of the nearby ^13^C nuclear spin. At ESLAC, electron spin and nearby nuclear spins (including host ^14^N nuclear spin and nearby ^13^C nuclear spins) can be polarized by a short laser pulse. Then spin states are manipulated by resonant MW or RF pulses. Electron spin states are readout by counting the fluorescence intensity of NV centre; nuclear spin states are mapped to electron spin and readout in the same way. The resonant frequency of this nuclear spin is 495 kHz, which is slightly modified by centre electron spin.](ncomms7726-f6){#f6}
